
Successful Integrations & Migrations Start Here

Welcome to Starfi sh, a dynamic iPaaS for migrating and integrating your systems. Since 2007, our mission to make data 
projects less complicated and more personalized has encouraged businesses of all sizes to transform their relationship 
with their data and empower their initiatives through technology. 

The foundation for all Starfi sh modules, this integration platform can easily accommodate data projects of every size and 
complexity. Unlike competitor products with high price tags and low confi gurability, Starfi sh puts the power in the hands 
of the user, helping development teams create precise solutions and giving citizen developers easy-to-use tools that 
won’t hinder their creativity.

The Essentials Suite is a collection of 
pre-built integrations that are quick to 
deploy while still being fl exible enough 

to personalize. Use the pre-built map to 
connect your crucial data, then take your 
integration to the next level by adding 

custom fi elds and functions.  

The Starfi sh Solutions Suite

Starfi sh delivers a complete suite of data management tools to match any project. 

Starfi sh Cloud Migration WizardStarfi sh iPaaS

Starfi sh Stitching EngineStarfi sh Essentials Starfi sh Ray

Starfi sh Cloud Designer

The Starfi sh Cloud Designer is a 
browser-based user interface that 

enables you to utilize all the tools Starfi sh 
encompasses in an intuitive, organized 

framework. It gives access to the full set 
of iPaaS tools for complex migrations and 
integrations, enabling users manipulate 

their data by creating custom relationships 
and building out their ideal project specs.

Starfi sh’s Stitching Engine uses 
Artifi cial Intelligence to detect software 

and build integrations based on heuristics. 
This allows for the rapid development of 

new integation solutions and 
streamlined architectures.

The Migration Wizard is a DIY tool 
offering prebuilt migrations allowing 

teams to move crucial data quickly in 
an easy-to-follow wizard. The fl exible 
framework gives access to custom 
fi elds so no data is ever left behind.

The integration platform as a service (iPaaS) 
is a powerful low code solution with the most 
dynamic devops capabilities to support data 
projects of varying complexity.  Easy point 

and click mapping that satisfi es a majority of 
your data project needs with coding engines 
that enable you to transform your data and 

perform complex workfl ows.

With the Starfi sh Ray, locally installed 
applications and databases, along with 

cloud-based solutions, can easily be 
connected. Bring the power and benefi ts 
of an iPaaS into your local environment 
and enable bi-directional, secure SSL 

encrypted communication to create one 
cohesive system.
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Extensive Connector Library

Offering an extensive library of connectors,  Starfi sh lets you create relationships 
between more of your solutions. Some of the most popular connectors include:

MarketingCRM

Email

ERP

Social Media Databases
& Files

Secure & Compliant

Dynamic DevOps

Threat DetectionGDPR Compliance HTTPS Encryption Encrypted SQL Database

Starfi sh is a low code solution which also supports major scripting languages C#, vbScript, JavaScript, and Python. 
Develop your own connectors using the SDK. Build your own custom solutions on a fully developed iPaaS that includes 

integration & scripting engines, notifi cations, logging, and a designer. 
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CSV SQL
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View all Connectors
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